
PRIME FOCUS

Greetings to allmembers and guests. Tonight

it gives us great pleasure in announcing as

our specialguesl speaker Ken Freeman. Ken
comes lo us from the research school of
Astronomy and Aslrophysics, Australian
National University in Canberra. His subject
forlonight will be on the formalion ofour
galaxy. 0n behalfof the society I thank Ken
fortaking the tirne to visit us here tonight.

lvelissa Hulbert, Bachelor of Science
(Honours) in Physics/Astrophysics and a
member of Sutherland Astronomical Society
was our guest speaker last month. l/elissa
spoke to us about the various technologies
involved in imaging the night sky, everything
from a box brownie to the latesl in digital

cameras, even web cams can now take

exlraordinary piclures. [relissa's presentation

was well received by everyone and I know

thal our very keen astro-photographers gol a
lot out of the nighi. Thanks i,lelissa.

Melissa Hulbert

The next couple of months should be a really
exciting and busy period for our club, weather
permitting ofcourse. lt ryould be grealto see
as many members as possible at lhe public

and field nights thal are on the schedule

below. I can "Shiver Me Timbers" to lhe fact
thal il has been very cold lately with the
coldest June slnce 1984 and apparently the
2nd coldest on record. So if you are coming
along please bring along extra warm clothing,

especially the members lrekking down to the
Magellan Observatory weekend.
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22107/06 [/agellan observatory
29/07/06 Stargard Field

05/08/06 lnternational House Students night
The Forest, {now confirmed)
18/08/06 Science Week nighl at Macafihur
Anglican H gh School, (now confirmed)
19/08/06 Slargard Field
21l08i06 l/onthly Meeting
26l08i06 The Foresl
02/09i06 l.4acastro Slar night, Stargard field
16/09/06 Stargard Field

1 8/09/06 [4onthly Meeting

23i09i06 The Foresl
14/10/06 l,4acastro Star nighl, Stargard field
16/10/06 ft{onthly Meeting
21110/06 The Forest
18/11/06 The Forest

20/11/06 [,4onth y [/eeung
25111/06 Stargard F eld

The Dates
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Space Cadets
The Cadets will be meeting this Thursday the
20b of July. The meet ngs are primarily aimed
alyoung adults and children, however for our
newer members lust starting out the Cadets
could prove a va uable way 10 gain more
fundamenlal knowledge about astronomy, so
please come along. MeeUngs are held at the
Campbelltown Llbrary every 3d Thursday of
the month at 5.30pm to 6.30pm.

Further delais can be found on the IVAS

website, www.macastro.orq.au
Just follow the ink to'Space Cadets" which is

on the home page. We have some basic info
on that link, however, so when you attend the
meetings you will be issued a special
password that wlllallow you lo explore
furlher.

The Stargard Field
Again anolher disappointing nighl murlesy ol
some very thick cloud cover. Wejuslcannot
lake a trick at the moment! lt was a real

shame because we had a great turnout of
members. took along the great white beastie
and t ed to tame it a bit. I did manage to grab

some really pleasing views of the Moon and
for the firsl time I actually saw the Great Red
Spot of Jupiter, although a whiter shade of
pale would best descdbe lhe spot. For a while
lwas ia awe as I muld imagine our planet

Earth fitling right into the great spot.

like to sometimes think about the scale of
things in this great Universe ofours. Recently

John senl out an emailthat contained an
image about a gianl solarflare that in

comparison madethe Earth look very
insignificant indeed. Also I always look up at
Alpha Cenlau and relate to it as being only
39 trillion clicks away, or thereabouts.
Recenlly we had a close fly-by of a large
piece of rock and I heard lhat sometime in the
next decade another visitor muld pass very
close, this one being inside the orbit of our
Moon. Now the grand scale of things seems
to be getting a tad bil smaller.

Wellthat about allfrom me, good luck to all

the guys heading down to l\,lagellan, ddve
safely and stay warm!

Kind Regards NoelSharpe I

.'.:,-: , . i.,\
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G'Day to all. Just a quick reporl from our

observing nighl at The Foresl on 24lh June

Ned & Lloyd made the tdp down on Friday

and enjoyed the serene sunoundings, but
unforiunately for aslronomy, the night
produced only the sound of rain on the tin
roof.

Saturday dawned partly cloudy, but as lhe
day went on the clouds cleared and promised
great viewing. lllartin, Dick, Bruce, Noel and l,

joined Ned & Lloyd on the fleld in the lale
afternoon.

This was first lighl at this site bolh for Noel's

and my 12' Dobs, We were not disappointed
lvlartin continued his very successfu imaging,

the most challenging,,vas a 70 minute
exposure of the Helix Nebula. He sal at lhe
scope keeping a watchfuleye on the guiding

to what we hope will be a speclacular resull.
We couldn't even templ him inlo the cabin for
a quick porll Nowthat's commitmenl!!!l I think
he was frozen to the chair.

Ned & Bruc€ were tinkering 
'/vilh 

their new

Meade D.S.iL.P. lmagers with mixed results.
Electronic imaging is a steep learning curve
but ultimately a rewarding one - walch this

spacel Unfortunately Lloyd's 10' Dob
succumbed lo the dew factor, so he was
knocked out early. An addilion of a primary

fan and dew shield will fix this. Lloyd was ab e
to enjoy the views through the other scopes
on the field at leasl.

Dick was ourlountain of knowledge and
challenge. Afler trying and failing to find
Shapely'1 (again) at Lloyd s and Dick's
request, I turned my attention to the Helix

Nebula. lt's as big as a halffull [,lloon, bul low

on the horizon and I couldnl see it. Dlck saw

il easily {must be allthe carrots Dick) I had lo

wait until it was 20'further up, when I could

make it oul naked eye.

Noel had his newly painted {Classic White)

12' Dob on a EQ6 mount, move over Keck!!!.

A huge klt that dwarfed Noel. After a world

wide search Noelwas able to find a supplier
to build the tube dngs lo mount the monster -

a job welldone. This is one serious selup
that is heading for good things

Ned paid me a visilduring lhe wee hours and

we headed off to find NGC 55, NGC 300,

NGC 247 and NGC 253 all galaxies at
different angles and spectacular sights.

As I mentioned before the dew was
prominent, il then changed character -

ICE!!! All the scopes were covered with ice (

about 7mm thick) my shroud was frozen stiff
like a board.

During the early to mid hours oflhe morning
astronomers peeled off to lhe siren like lure of
a warm bed. I hit the sack at 3am and left
Martin to pack up. He mentioned that as he

was about hlt the hay at 4am the cloud rolled

in. We were all lucky to have such a great

nighl.

Last thing, lwas up al6.30am and greeted by

a winter wonderland, The field was white wlth
a very thick frosl, MarUn took some pictures

of this and may place them on the website.
So there you are. That's the fun thalyou
missed if you didn'tjoin us at lhe Forest.

Cheers, John Rombi
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I have found naked eye astronomy most
rewarding, but armed wilh a small set of
binocu ars the view is magnified and objects

which are just smallstarlike objects lake on

some personality and shape {be il small).

Later in June lwas treated to a Full Moon

between 20h-23d and although stunning, it
was so bright it sluffed up any night vision I

could hope to see any other objects with any
clarily for the remainder ofthe evening, This
howeverwas a blessing in disguise as I

slaled lwent outforthe next three nighl and

sludied lhe fealures easily seen wilh the
naked eye and brilliantly enhanced by my
binoculars.

Bemming frustrated at my lack of
geographical knowledge of the Moon I

decided the following night to down load and
print out a basic map of the Moon from the
net. i,lly excitement grew and grew as I

started recognising certain features such as
Copernicus 92 kms wide. This is a crater
formed over 800 million years ago. I lhen
spied Mare Tranquillitatis or in simple tems
the Sea of Tranquillity where man first walked

on lhe Luna surface back in 1969, This land
mass has been covered by lava and was an
easier site for the first l\4oon landing, The
feature ofthe evening viewings was mare

Crisium, a huge crater over 550 kms wide
and located right in the area known as the
rlght eye of the Man in the lvoon.

Despile almost 40 years of observing, I nev'er

lire ofthe beautiful sky above, be it planetary
(my favourite), deep sky fuzzy objects or our
closest neighbour The l\.4oon. I endeavour to
make Astronomy simple and fun, and believe
in just going out with a cheap starwheel,
binoculars and now Bob's Binocular book and
lry to recognise myfriends up there in the sky

and try to find new ones.
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Phillip Ainsworth

The lruly glorious viewing nighls are upon us,

especially in Spring Hill, which is, located
20kms east of Orange at 885 m above sea
level. Loaded up with deck chair, blankels,
and thermals, my lrusly binoculars and a
themos flask so I didn't have to come inside
and ruin my nighl vision, I settled in my back
yard for a wonderiul night's viewing. I quickly

became intoxicated wilh thefamiliar and now
nol so familiar objects in the nighl sky.

For those ofyou in IVAS who have observed
dark sky, Spring Hill is as good as most of
these, with very few slreel lighls, and the
ones we have are Orange and away from lhe
house. My viewing could be almost compared
with The oaks, or even possibly Belanglo

State Forest. I am certain most of the diehard
observers can undersland how greal the nighl

sky at Spring Hill is lo observe even wilh my
trusly 7 by 40 binoculars. When lwilight goes

and the dark sky ardves around 10l1pm I

just peer up and see a plethora of stars and I

am in anotherworld and can become lost wilh
all the darkness and deep sky objecls I can
see just with the naked eye.

Some oflhe objects I observed in June this
yearwere the jewelof the night, Saturn at
magnitude 0.2 in the early evening twilight of
June 9t-1'lh, and just down right oflhis
magniflcenl obiect is a thin crescenl lvoon.
Then I saw a small fuzzy obiecljust below lhe
Y in the mnstellation oI Cancer, which was
an open cluster known as the Beehive Cluster
or [i144.
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I guess il comes down lo a life-long yearnlng

lo explore something thal extends beyond my
puny imagination. As a teenager, lwould
gaze wonderingly at lhe northern skies. The
idea of looking back hundreds, if not
thousands, of years into history was a mind-
blowing mncept. The constellation names
lhen \,{ere as Iamiliar as werethe English
flora and fauna.

Then life got in lhe u/ay and the skies took a
bac* seat.

ln my twenties Iwent to sea, sailing around
lhe globe for six years. The nighl sky at sea
is itself a wonder, matched only by the
phosphorescent wake spari(lin9 against the
velvet black night sea.

I soon discovered the nlght sky is more
wondrous in certain lalitudes lhan olhers.

I recall my first lrip Far East, staring at a night
sky that was unbelievably memorable
mmpared to the pervasive northern night
lftze.

The only drawback - the sky was not as
familiar as the night sky I had grown upwith.
ln my forties we emigrated Down Under and

moved for a whib to orange, where, away

from lhe city, the nighl skies are brealhtaking

Again I noliced that as magnificent lhe night

sky might be, its unfamiliarity left me feeling
just a little homesick. Apart from the
Southern Cross, there wasn't much I could
point to with any certainty.

Never mind; life got in lhe way again and

there were loo many earthly things 1o worry

about. Like a lot offolks,lhrough my llfties
and into my sixlies my heallh began lo sJffeI,

until at lasl I decided it might be lime lo stop
and smell the roses.

Then it occurred to me - why stop al ros-os?

Why nol learn about the sparkling soulhern
night sky, making it as familiar as lhe night

sky of my youth? One friend mmmented that
perhaps il was jusl a desire to look more

deeply inlo the heavens to check oul the next

lifel I reassured him this was not soi rather, it

is more a case of recapturing something of
my youth. To gaze with wonder yet again
and to know exactly in which direction and
what it is I am looking at.

Thanks forwelmming me lo your group al
MAS. I look for\,yard to whal promises lo be a
most informalive and rewarding hobby.

Regards - Davy Jones

[Davy - All of us at MAS willdo evertthing we

can to help you achieve your ains. And I

couldn't help but get a little 'Twilight Zane'
feeling when you mentiued your experience
of the sky at )range, as I had jusl finished
inseling Phil's alicle where he talks aboul
that very thing. Spooky! Ed.l
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I mean, why pick a hobby like astronomy?

After all, what do I know aboul stars? The
only stars l've everwatched have been the
Hollywood variety - not that there aren't a few
'super novas' amongsl them!

That's a Stranse Hobby



Hello Fellow Astronomers, lwould like to talk
to you about my experience wilh Dobsonian
Telescopes. First of all I love lhe Dob. (l am

nol lhe only one lately, am I genllemen?) I

have been vely slack over the years in

learning about collimation. That is a big
mislake. You must learn how to collimate
your scope and your secondary mirror.

'Why?' I hear you say. Well the reason being
is if you don't, you won t see the wonders of
the universe. (Wellyou will, but the views will
be absolutely alvful and you willfeel like
going home). Sloppppp, don't do thal? All is
not lost. lf your scope is not collimated
properly, Stars wil have long tails (not that
you want 10 look at slars). However doubles
you will? (Thal will make lan Cooke happy.)
You won1 be abie to see fne sharp delails
on ... planets... nebula.... globular clusters. ,

double stars. Everything in other words.
I have never had to collimate the secondary
mirror, because never took it out. I only had
to collimate lhe Primary mlrror. Thats the way
I like it, easy and s mple, just like me. (No

smart remarks please?) Doing lhe primary is
pretty simple, (even for me). When il comes
lo ll'e secondary'ts a lillle more complicated.

However there is hope, thanks to l\,1r John
Rombiesquire. John has recently senl myself
and others a site on Collimalion. The site is:

www.andysshotglass.mm/colllmating.html.
This site is an excellent slte to learn how to
mllimale your telescope, I would also like to
thank lvr Dick Everett for helping me about
1000 times on collimation. (l wonder why Dick
is trying to avoid me lately?) mmmmm I can
feel 1001 coming up? Justjoking Dick.

Allthe best. Lloyd Wright I

I gave a lalk lastweek to the Campbelltown
Philately Club- the chosen topicwas
"Comels and Wold Stamps'. Some lit bits of
comet trivia I researched are worth repeating
here: Did you know...?
. The word 'comel' comes from the Greek
'kometes' meaning tlowing hair',
. Halley's comet is nexl due to return in

2462.
. Halley's and Encke's comets weren't
named after their discoverers but lhe people

who calculated their periodicity. i.e. relurn

dates.
. The 1973 Comet Kohoutek is due to
return in about 75,000 years,

. There is an estimated 100 triilion comets
in lhe oort Cioud but the average distance
between two of them is 20 AUs (distance of
Sun to Uranus).
. Historical documents can trace every
passage of Halley's Comet back as far as
2408C.
. lf I had been the co-discoverer of that
1997 comet with Thomas Bopp, people would
have admired the beaulifulsight and
exclaimed "Bee-Bopp's a Lulu",
. Comet Hale-Bopp will relurn ca 6400AD.
. ln my Chronicle column as start of the
year, I made a rash prediclion that there
would be a major comet seen this year. With
5 months to go, what are my chances? RB

Comet

Hale-Bopp

1997
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[This is the fist pat of a 3 Pat Afticle by out
Frank Kish.

I would suggest it is reconnended rcading
far those of us who want to understand those
heavy cosmological alicles in magazines like
Sky and Telecope. I would describe this
aticle as 'Cosnology 101'. Ed.J

PREAMBLE

This adicle is nol lntended to question or
ve''fy lhe sc;enlific facts surrounoing lhe '13.7

Gy,lhe most recently eslablished age ofthe
UniveIse, but only to provide a summary of
the various measuromenl mefhods used by
astronomers up unlil now, for delermining the
ages of the galaxles and the Universe.
Although these mefhods may well be known
to all of us, a surnmary of these for some
people might still be of interesl.

..,a more accurate and up{o.date age of
13.7 Gy forthe Universe has been
confirmed recently...

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The following sources of information used for
the basis of this article:
- The World Treasury of Physics, Astronomy
and l\4athematics, Edited by Timothy Ferris
(1991),
- Free publication from the NationalAcademy
of Scientific Paper, by J. W, Truran and D.N,

Schramm, Dep't ofAslronomy, Universlty of
Chicago. USA,
- Cosmic Enigmas, by J, Silk, Prof. of
Theoretical Physics, Uni. of California.USA.

a) Measurements of redshift of the light from
galaxies. From this a cosmic expansion
postulated and with the aid of the Hubble
Constant lhe age of lhe Universe calculaled.
b) l\,4easurements ofthe rate of decay ofthe
Iadioactive nucleiof elements, using the
technique of nucleocosmochronology of
the Type llSupernovae (>8 lvs"|").
c) l,4easurements ol the recession of
galaxies, using lhe Type la Supernovae
( <4 Ms.r").
d) l\leasurements of the age ol our Galaxy,
using the spectral analysis of stars ln the
Globular Clusters.
e) lvleasurements of the oldest White
Dviafs, the end-state of main sequence stats
of <4sor", (like the future of our Sun), after
their planetary nebula stage.

Note: Since the above methods of
measurements, a more accurale and uplo-
date age of 13.7 Gy. for the Universe has

been confirmed recently, through the

Pnme Focus Yol. 1 I Issue 7 Jul! 2006

. The Extravagant Universe, by R. P.

Kirshner, Prof. of Science, Harvard Uni. USA.
- The Physicai Universe, by Frank Shu, Prof.

of Astronomy, Uni. of California. USA.
. H.R.- Diagram modified by ffk..; Courtesy of
D. Eicher, Editor of Astronomy Mag.

INTRODUCTION

Up until recently, scientists, astronomers and
cosmologists used several measuring
methods of astrophysical obiects and events,
in order lo determine tl'e.r d stances from us,
which enabled them to calculate the ages of
stars, gaiaxies, and ultimately the age of the
Universe.

Although the distance measurements may be
similar in these methods, the objects and
events selected willdiffer. The following are
lhese methods:-
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Beryllium analysis of the Globular Clusters.
See: www eso.org/outreach/press-rel/pr
'How old is the lJilky Way? (ESo Press

Release 20-04).

The description of this latest method of
measurement is excluded from this adicle.

CONTENTS
The following ilems are described in this
article:-
'1) The Hertzsprung-Russell Dlagram, (HR-

D).

2) The Cosmic Expansioni

lncluding: The Cosmological Redshifl and
the Hubble Constant.

3) The Nucleo{osmochronology, using the
Type llSupernovae.

4) The Recession of galaxies, using the

Type la Supernovae.
5) The speclral analysis of stars ln the

Globular Clusters.
6) The temperature measurements of lhe

oldest White Dwarfs.

...after a star exhausts its primary fuel of
core hydrogen, it begins to leave the main
sequence...

,I) THE HERZSPRUNG.RUSSELL -
DIAGRAM- (HR.D)
Stars play a principal role in all manner of
measurements for determining the age oflhe
galaxies and from that the Universe.
Therefore, it may be properto highlight some

aspecls of the HR'D that represenls these
proced!res in a visualform.

The HR-D is widely used in astronomy,

englneering and in slalislical work.

Astronomers use tlvo types ofdiagrams the
Theorelical and Obseryational HR-D.

a) The Theoretical HR.D.
There are various ways by which the
properties of stars can be represented on the
theoretical HR-Dt however, the simplest and

the most common way of presentation is by

their "Luminosity and the Eifective Surface
Temperature', which relationship determines

their colour. The diagram shows a diagonally

located "majn-sequence' band of chemically

homogeneous, core-hydrogen burning stars.

having similar mass, and shinlng steadily

throughout their life, llke our Sun.

This article is concerned mainly with the

Theoretical HR-D,

The Peculiarities ofthe Theoretical HR.D.
- Vi(ually all stars begin their life{yce on

the diagonal 'main sequence' band, by

convening through fusion reaction their

core hydrogen into helium.
- All stars are represented by their mass,

with reference to the Ms.b, and thelr mass

determines their relative posilion. Thus,

the heavier a star the higher posilion it

occupies on the main sequence,

- The main sequence stars have on

average the lowesl mass, hence they are

calied dwarfs, (our Sun included).

- After a star exhausts its primary fuel of
mre hydrogen, it begins Io leave the main

sequence.
- The older a star the earlier il begins to drifl

to the right, where astronomers can

estimate from its turndf point the age of a

star.
- After a star leaves the main sequence, its

subsequent event depends on its mass.

Most single stars will turn inlo giants,

supergiants, planetary nebulae and end

up as white dwarfs,lust like ouI Sun will,
(incl. allthose hav:ng orig nally <4Ms",, )- Binary stars, however, afterlheirilrst
explosion into planetary nebulae and

Pine Focus Vol. 1l Issue 7 Jul! 2006
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reaching white dwar, stage, will accrete

enough energy to explode once again into

Type la Supernovae, and end up as
planetary nebulae with a wh te dwarf end

slage,

Stars belween >4 lllsola and <8Msar

muld all become supernovae as well.

Stars >81\4so|", afler their supergiant
stage, will lurn into Type ll Supemovae,
and end up as neutron stars, pulsars or
sometimes eYen black holes.
lrrespective of the age ofthe Universe, all
msmic evenls remain in lheir general

sequence as shown in the HR-D.

A copy ofthis Theoretical HR-D modified by

the author, is attached tothis artlcle.

b) The Observational HR.D.

ln order to compare lhe results of the

theoretical calculations with obseryed stars
and slar clusters, aslronomers fi$t have to
prepare observational counterparl of the
Theoretical HR-D. These observalions
require the Luminoslty of a star from ils
apparenl brightness and the Distance lo the

staL

The other requlrement is to determine the
Ettective lemperature of a star.
Note by F. Shu: "Because of our
observations into the far distances of space,
we appearto see only the large galaxies, as
the smallones become invisible, and during
such times, much evolution of the stellar
populations may have taken place, thus they

become inmmparable with local examples.
This inmmpatibility represents a fundamental

and unresolved obstacle for observational

cosmology,"

2) THE COSMTC EXPANSTOi'I

Belore we begin describing the Cosmic
Expansion, thal is lhe earliest method used

for determining lhe age of the Universe, it

may help lo recapitulate the two impodanl

theories that are associated inlimately wilh
this measuring melhod, namely:-

- The Cosmological Red shift, and
- The Hubble Constant,

a) The Cosmological Redshifr
We were able to make distance
measurements for a long time wilhin our

Galaxy with great ease, and even distances

of nearby bright spiral galaxies, ln the case of
far more distances, however, in addition to

further difficulties lhere is also another
problem, i.e. as we look lo more and more

dislant cluslers of galaxies, we are examining

them as they appeared in their earlier past ln

such a case the lighl from the furthest

recognizable galaxy began ilsjourney to us

say, 500 million years ago.

It is important to emphasise that galaxies
redstift because of space.time
cu rvatu re. ..

This represents a difficulty in our observalions
in so far as those distant objecls undeMent
already a mnsiderable evolulionary phase,

thus lacking a valid basis of comparison with

nea6y examples obtained from younger age
galaxies. (Se€ the Note on the Observational
HR-0. above).

Consequently, '.. . iust at distances where the
effects of msmology (the sublle changes in

brighlness) begin to be imporlanl, lhe
uncertainlies in the measuremenls (of

redshift) begin to gro!r,/ large.' {Kirshner).

Prine Foa$ Yol. 1l hsue 7 July 2006
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It is important to emphasise that galaxies

redshlff because ofspace{ime curvature, and
not because they have velocities along lhe
radial line of sight or in any other observed

direclion. Hence the recession "velocity" is a

misnomer. And since we have no velocity in

its true sense, then we cannot think ofthe
redshift as a Dopp/er shin either.

The concepl of the cosmological redshift is a
producl ofthe Einstein-relativisUc theory, as

interpreted by Friedmann-Lemailre for lhe
radius of curvature for a matler-dominated,

c/osed Universe. one may symbolise this

concept by the wavelength of light, be it irom
radio waves to gamma rays that we receive

through space{ime, and irrespective of
whether it represents waveform or radiant

energy, il willqrow in direcl propo(ion to an

expansio, factor, which is the meaning of
redshift.

Astronomers often use the redshift z as a
synonymous indicator o, both distance and
elapsed time...

ln other words, the cosmic expansion slretches
outthe wavelength of every photon or any
other massless particle in direct propo(ion to
the expansion factor during an elapsed t me.

Therefore, formally, the redshiftis jusl a
number, whose symbol of:

z= (Wavelength OhseMed / Wavelength
Enifted.) .1

For small redshifts, the speed of light (c)times
the redshift (z) gives a "velocity'. As we know

akeady f'om lhe above. lhe'edshi't does nor

tell us how fast the galaxies are moving away
from us, and/or from one another, but it

Astronomers often use the redshift zas a

synonymous rndicator of both distance and

e apsed time:-

b)The Hubble Constant
lvlany fu ndamental questions, such as in our

case, the flnding the age oflhe Universe, are

closely associated with the need for a more
precise cosmic-distance scale, such as the

Hubble Constant. lt is also known as the
Hubble Law, although it is neither a law nor a

constant as it varies very slow y over time,

ln th s adicle we may slill call lt a'constant".
The Hubble constant was built around

Einstein's theory of relativity, and it has three

important aspects, namely:-
-The velocity of light is constant;
- There is no absolute system of reference in

existencei
. The remnants ofthe Big Bang are

accelerating in a curved space, away from a

centre of the observer.

Hubble measured initially some 40 galaxies as

rnoving away al a speed proporUonalto their

distance from the observer. This became

known as the Hubble constant ofr y=lloxD,
where yis the galaxy's radial outward velocity,

D is the galaxy's distance from Earth and Hois

the current value of the Hubble constant.

From this equalion the inverse of 1/H0 = the
Age of the Universe.
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measures lhe expansion of space itself that
has taken place while the light from a gaiaxy is

approaching towards us.

a) Thus, the stalement that an object lies at

z = x means: an object lies al a distance

associated with redshift x; and

b) When an event occurred at redshift z = y
means: an evenl occurred a time ago

associated with redshift y.
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--e Hubble constant js determined first, by
speclroscopic observations of several, dislant
galaxies' redshift, i.e, their radial velocities,
coupled with the precise distance
measurement of lhose galaxies flom Earlh.
Through lhe averaging oul many such readings
was lhe present-day value of Hodetermined.

The units of Hubble Constanl are:
km/sec. Mpc. We can, however, calculale the
age ofthe Universe more easily by using lhe
altemaiive numericalvalues for the Hubble
Constant proposed by F. Shu as being 20
km/sec.million lighl years.

Tl"uS, one nlllior ly. = 3x105kmisec. x 106yr.

Therefore, Ho_r = 3x 10r1km secl.yr i 20 km
secl=15x10r0yrl
i.e.:The age ofthe l,rniverse = 15 Gy.
approximately.

Herrprung.Russel (HR) theoretical
Diagram

The basic Hezprung-Russel (HR) theoretical
Diagram (as shown on the next page) indicates
the relative location and mass of the slars. lt
also shows the evolutionary paths ofour Sun,

compared wilh a mass > Slir*" of a young
masslve slar, which develops into a Type ll
Supernova/Planetary Nebula.

The Type ll supernova, where most heavy
elements from carbon to iron formed, is the
subject ofthe affcle'Finding the Age ofthe
Universe'. Using these elements as nuclear
chronometers for daling, it can eslablish nol
only lhe age of a supernova but also the age of
ourgalaxy and lhe age ofthe Universe.

The main sequence, low mass slars (dwarfs),
called the Populalion J Slars, like our Sun, have

chemically homogeneous mass, relalively rich
in heavy elements, burning hydrogen into
helium in their core, The stars generally above
6M.d. (called high-mass stars) leave the main

sequence band earlier than the low-mass stars

Edited by permission from Nov. 2000 lssue of
Astronomy Magazine.

lFrank's article will continue in the next
issuel
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After lhe main sequence stars used up their
core hydrogen, the issue common to ali is how
lo mainlain equilibrium between the pull of self-
gravily and the loss of heat energy Io the
outside. High-mass stars begin as low-mass
stars begin this process in the same manner as
low{ass stars, but then they mntinue to burn
helium, then carbon{xygen, due to
successively alternating core exhaustion/
ignition cycles ofthe previous layers of ash,
which turned into new fuel.

This energy cycling accounts forlhe almosl
horizontai zig-zagging shown on lhe HR
Diagram, without any change in luminosity. ln
its finalphase, labelled'the iron catastrophe', a
high-mass starwill have reached a point where
its core becomes iron, beyond which phase

there is no further nuclear extraction, but heat
lossi it mntracts and suffers a catastrophic
implosion, then a supernova is born.
Supernovae become neutron slars (pulsars),

stars become white dwarfs.
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